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h i g h l i g h t s

• Conflict may never be chosen in a model with exogenously-destructive arms.
• Parties self-regulate by reducing arms allocations as unit arms-destructiveness rises.
• Endogenously-destructive conflict may be dominated by cooperation.
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a b s t r a c t

Inmodels of (destructive) armed conflict, it is standard to account for the endogeneity of arming allocations
made by incumbent government and rebel parties. Indeed, standard contest-theoretic (microeconomic)
models of behavior recognize that allocations change with shifts in marginal benefit or marginal
cost. Taking governments and rebels as responsive to such shifts, the present study applies standard,
contest-theoretic, equilibrium analysis to the Smith et al. (2014) model of conflict and cooperation. This
alternative solution methodology yields starkly different results. Within the present analysis, there does
not exist greater scope for cooperation given endogenously-destructive arming rather than exogenously-
destructive arming.

© 2015 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Destruction via arms allocation is a central aspect of conflict.
Collier (2006) estimates that – upon the completion of a typical
conflict – an economy is 15% poorer than it would have been had
the conflict not taken place. Hoeffler andReynal-Querol (2003) find
that, ‘‘. . . the main economic losses from civil war arise not from
the waste constituted by diverting resources from production, but
from the damage that the diverted resources do when they are
used for violence’’. Collier et al. (2004) find evidence of substantial
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financial capital flight during civil conflict and attribute this move-
ment mainly to (anticipated) destruction of physical capital.

Early contest-theoretic models of armed conflict largely ignore
the destructive nature of armed conflict. In a survey article, Hir-
shleifer (1989, 1995) does not mention destruction as a key fea-
ture of the conflict-theoretic literature. Subsequently, Grossman
and Kim (1995), and Garfinkel and Skaperdas (2000, 2007), among
others, consider a case of conflict that is exogenously-destructive
of contested prize valuation. This oversight has recently been ad-
dressed in three notable studies that treat input allocations as en-
dogenously destructive of conflict prize. Notably, Shaffer (2006),
Chang and Luo (2013), and Sanders and Walia (2014) each depart
from the early literature in treating arming as endogenously de-
structive of conflict prize.

A standard approach in the conflict-theoretic literature has
been to consider two or more parties in the shadow of conflict
who choose private arms allocations to maximize expected payoff.
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Without offering an alternativemodeling approach, the aforemen-
tioned literature surveys by Hirshleifer (1995) and Garfinkel and
Skaperdas (2007) detail this framework for the characterization
of conflict. Among many others, this framework is also employed
by Hirshleifer (1989, 1995), Skaperdas (2002), Gershenson and
Grossman (2000), Garfinkel and Skaperdas (2000), Siqueira (2003),
Garfinkel (2004a,b,c), Amegashie and Kutsoati (2007), Chang et al.
(2007a,b), Chang and Sanders (2009), and Caruso (2010). More
broadly, the same framework is standard in the analysis of Tullock
(1980) contests (see, e.g., Baik, 1993). Despite addressing different
questions within the study of conflict, the studies share a common
modeling methodology. Specifically, these studies – and the eco-
nomic approach at large – incorporate allocative choice that allows
for optimizing behavior and equilibrium (see, e.g., Lazear (2000) for
a detailed discussion of the economic approach).

In a recent article, Smith et al. (2014) use a distinct modeling
methodology in analyzing the costs of armed conflict. As in studies
by Shaffer (2006), Chang and Luo (2013) and Sanders and Walia
(2014), the authors examine not only the explicit cost of conflict
arming but also the (endogenous) prize-destructive cost of arms
use. They subsequently compare private welfare levels resulting
from endogenously-destructive conflict to those resulting from
a cooperative outcome, in which parties arm and divide gains
from a resource according to relative arming levels. From a social
welfare perspective, the cooperative outcome is of great potential
appeal because it avoids endogenous destruction of conflict prize.
Of central importance, the authors find conditions underwhich the
cooperative outcome is preferred to the conflictual outcome.

In summarizing the contributions of their paper, Smith et al.
(2014) state, ‘‘Unlike conventional models of conflict whose arms-
independent destruction costs assumption, in Grossman and Kim’s
(1995: 1279)words, precludes ‘an internal explanation for violence
and destruction,’ our model of conflict with arms-dependent de-
struction costs provides one’’. Their article is also unconventional
in its analysis. The authors establish a contest-theoretic setting but
subsequently treat arms allocations as exogenous and invariant to
shifts in the marginal benefit andmarginal cost of arming from co-
operative to conflictual setting. The authors impose an equivalence
of arms allocations in the cooperative and conflictual cases. It is
stated in footnote 5 of Smith et al. (2014) that ‘‘the chosen arming
level is the same whether the parties choose to cooperate or en-
gage in conflict’’ (63). If arming levels are chosen, how could it be
that they are necessarily equal in environments featuring differ-
ent marginal benefit and marginal cost of arming? Such a solution
methodology lacks foundation in that the objective functions for
conflict and cooperation, respectively, possess different prize valu-
ations and different cost functions across the two cases. In a model
of endogenously-destructive arming, the authors do not consider
the endogeneity of arming itself. As Shaffer (2006) writes, ‘‘When
prizes change with effort, contestants adjust effort to mitigate that
change (250). Simple observations ofmilitary drafts and authoriza-
tions to appropriate funds for conflict provide evidence that arms
allocations often vary given a change in setting. The endogeneity of
arms allocation is a central component of conflict-theoretic equi-
libriumanalysis. Said analysis describes the extent towhich parties
arm to win a conflict prize (i.e., to the point where the marginal
benefit of arming just equals the marginal cost).

The present study applies standard, contest-theoretic, equilib-
rium analysis to the Smith et al. (2014) model and yields starkly
different results. Namely, there does not exist greater scope for
cooperation under endogenous destruction than under exogenous
destruction within the present analysis of their model. In the stan-
dard analysis, rather, endogenous destruction discourages arms es-
calation such that it does not present more compelling grounds for
cooperation (than does exogenous destruction). Given variation in
both prize destructibility and arms destructiveness across conflict,
it is of great importance – in terms of prediction and policy-
orientation – to properly characterize the effect of endogenously-
destructive arms upon conflict outcomes in an equilibrium analysis.
2. The case of exogenously-destructive conflict

Parties engage in conflict (cooperatively settle) as a means of
resource allocation in the first of n rounds if such a choice ren-
ders a greater expected payoff. The choice of allocative means in
the first round is taken to dictate expected resource value for each
party in subsequent rounds (2 through n). Smith et al. (2014) de-
pict exogenously-destructive conflict and cooperative settlement
payoffs, respectively, in the following two objective functions for
Party i against Party j:

EVCoop
i,j = n


Y


ai,j
ai,j + aj,i


− ai,j


for nϵ (1, ∞) ,

EVCon
i,j = n


Y [1 − φ]


ai,j

ai,j + aj,i


− ai,j for nϵ (1, ∞) ,

where ai,j represents arms allocation, Y stands for original conflict
prize valuation, and φ (0 < φ < 1) represents the proportion of
conflict prize valuation (exogenously) lost in the event of armed
conflict. Smith et al. conclude that parties cooperate when:

n

Y


ai,j
ai,j + aj,i


− ai,j


> n


Y [1 − φ]


ai,j

ai,j + aj,i


− ai,j,

or when Y >
(n − 1)


ai,j + aj,i


n

φ.

As the authors state, the game is symmetric across player. The
game is not, however, symmetric from cooperative case to con-
flictual case. Note that the conflict prize valuation is distinct from
the cooperative prize valuation, and the conflict cost function is
distinct from the cooperative cost function. Therefore, it is not
correct to assume that aConi,j = aCoopi,j = a∗

i,j (that equilibrium
arms allocations in the conflictual and cooperative cases are equal).
Rather, the optimal values of aConi,j and aCoopi,j must be solved for in-
dependently. Without such a solution methodology, the compar-
ison of (non-equilibrium) payoff values from cooperative case to
conflictual case is meaningless. We are not interested in compar-
ing EVCoop

i,j


āi,j, āj,i


and EVCon

i,j


āi,j, āj,i


Rather, we are interested

in comparing EVCoop
i,j


aCoopi,j , aCoopj,i


and EVCon

i,j


aConi,j , aConj,i


. Toward

this end, we consider the following objective functions:

Max
{aCoopi,j }

EVCoop
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for nϵ (1, ∞) ,

Max
{aConi,j }

EVCon
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aConi,j + aConj,i


− aConi,j

for nϵ (1, ∞) .

By deriving first order condition and solving for optimal arms allo-
cations, we find that

aCoopj,i

(aCoopi,j + aCoopj,i )2
Y = 1;

aConj,i

(aConi,j + aConj,i )2
nY (1 − φ) = 1;

a∗Coop
i,j = a∗Coop

j,i =
Y
4

; a∗Con
i,j = a∗Con

j,i =
nY (1 − φ)

4
.

Recall that n is an integer greater than 1. Therefore, arms expendi-
tures are greater in the conflict case than in the cooperative case
if (1 − φ) > 1

n . If (1 − φ) > 1
2 (i.e., first-round conflict destroys

less than half of the resource value), then arms expenditures are
greater in the conflict case for all possible values of n. Equilibrium
arms allocations are equal across case only when n =

1
(1−φ)

(i.e.,
only for a severe (equality) restriction of model parameters). We
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now derive equilibrium expected payoffs in the cases of conflict
and cooperation, respectively, as follows:

EV∗Coop
i,j
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= EV∗Coop
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,
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4
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4
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Recall that φ ∈ (0, 1). These derivations lead us to the first propo-
sition.

Proposition 1. In equilibrium, conflict will never be chosen over
cooperation in the model of exogenously-destructive arms presented.

This finding is consistent with Fearon’s (1995) conflict ineffi-
ciency puzzle result. In the present case, exogenously-destructive
arms introduce a foregone benefit that does not exist in the co-
operative case. This additional foregone benefit is not offset, in a
Paretian sense such that exogenously-destructive conflict is never
chosen.

3. The case of endogenously-destructive conflict

Wenowconsider the case of endogenously-destructive conflict.
Smith et al. depict endogenously-destructive conflict and coopera-
tive settlement payoffs, respectively, in the following twoobjective
functions function for Party i against Party j:

EVCoop
i,j = n


Y


ai,j
ai,j + aj,i


− ai,j


for nϵ (1, ∞) ,

EVCon
i,j = n


Y

1 − φ · (ai,j + aj,i)

  ai,j
ai,j + aj,i


− ai,j

for nϵ (1, ∞) .

In the Smith et al. model of endogenously-destructive conflict,
the term φ represents the rate of change in the prize deprecia-
tion rate with respect to a unit change in aggregate arming. In the
model of exogenously-destructive conflict considered previously,
the same term represents the depreciation rate itself. After putting
the term to different uses in eachmodel, Smith et al. treat the term
as synonymous when comparing results across the two models.
This point of confusion further confounds their comparison of the
exogenously-destructive and endogenously-destructive arms case.
The authors subsequently conclude, ‘‘Compared to the previous
model with arms-independent destruction costs, this model with
arms-dependent destruction costs predicts greater scope for coop-
eration’’ (65). As in the previous case, however, their condition for
conflict in the case of endogenously-destructive arming does not
account for the endogeneity of the arms allocation itself. We de-
rive first order conditions and find the following equilibrium arms
allocations:

a∗∗Coop
i,j = a∗∗Coop

j,i =
Y
4

,

a∗∗Con
i,j = a∗∗Con

j,i =
nY

4(1 + nYφ)
.

Note that
∂

a∗∗Con
i,j


∂φ

=
∂

a∗∗Con
j,i


∂φ

< 0. This finding brings us to

Proposition 2. Parties self-regulate by reducing arms allocations as
unit arms-destructiveness rises.
It is instructive to compare the equilibriumarms levels between
the two cases of exogenous and endogenous destruction. When
the contending parties resolve their disputes cooperatively, each
party’s equilibrium arming level remains unchanged regardless of
whether destruction is exogenous or endogenous. That is,

a∗Coop
i,j = a∗∗Coop

i,j =
Y
4

.

But when there is an armed conflict, each party’s equilibrium
arming level is lower in the endogamous destruction case than in
the exogenous destruction case. That is,

a∗Con
i,j − a∗∗Con

i,j =
nY (1 − φ)

4
−

nY
4(1 + nYφ)

=
nY [φ (nY − 1) + nyφ2

]

4(1 + nYφ)
> 0.

In the exogenous case the relationship between arming lev-
els and unit arms destructiveness is a priori ambiguous such that
this self-regulatory effect does not hold generally in the exoge-
nous case. From these equilibrium arms allocations, we calculate
expected payoffs in the case of cooperation and (endogenously-
destructive) conflict, respectively, as follows:
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=
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4
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These derivations lead us to the next proposition.

Proposition 3. In equilibrium, parties are indifferent between con-
flict and cooperation in the endogenously-destructive arms case of the
model.

Proposition 3 is consistent with Shaffer (2006), who finds that
expected payoff losses and gains from endogenously destructive
arming perfectly mitigate one another in equilibrium. The results
in Propositions 1 and 3 strike down a central conclusion of Smith
et al. (2014). Across the models that they present, there does not
exist greater scope for cooperation under endogenous destruction
than under exogenous destruction. Rather, conflict never occurs
in the exogenously-destructive model, and parties are always
indifferent between conflict and cooperation in the endogenously-
destructivemodel. The reducedmarginal benefit of endogenously-
destructive arming lowers arms allocations, ceteris paribus. This
endogenous arming effect reduces the total destructive cost of
conflict and makes conflict a more attractive choice than it would
be in a model that does not account for choice of arms allocation.
As such, this arms reduction effect is crucial in the determination
of conflict-related decision-making and welfare.

4. Conclusion

In applying standard, conflict-theoretic equilibrium analysis
to the non-optimizing model presented by Smith et al. (2014),
we find starkly different results than those generated from
their solution methodology. These revised results provide a
strong, theoretically-grounded challenge to their central theoret-
ical conclusions regarding conditions for conflict and the effect of
endogenously-destructive arms upon conflict propensity. Within
the non-equilibrium models that they present, there does not ex-
ist greater scope for cooperation under endogenous destruction
than under exogenous destruction. The reduced marginal benefit
of endogenously-destructive arming regulates arms intensity such
that conflict intensity reduces under endogenously-destructive
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conflict. This endogenous arming effect reduces the destructive
cost of conflict and makes conflict a more attractive choice. As
such, this effect is crucial in the determination of conflict-related
decision-making and welfare in an optimizing and equilibrium
analysis.
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